FEDERALS HOLD MAZATLAN; NEW CLERIC REVOLT

Federals allowed thru U. S. territory; more Ammunitions Sent
Sevret Is Still intact
Hoover sends another to Sonora

MEXICO CITY, March 24 (UP). - "The steel view which has been taken up by President Carranza to the effect that the government authorities in Mexico at this moment had abandoned their posts and that the people of the country and have concentrated in a large body on their way to the defiles of the town, had failed, and the government is still in control of a small isolated post."

The shooting at the Federal post near Mazatlan, Sinaloa, tonight that Gen-
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AUSTRIAN WORKERS FIGHT AGAINST FASCISM

By ALEXEY TOLSTOY

It is about time that Austria was given the opportunity to fight against Fascism. A Fascist government is not an ideal government, but it would be an opportunity to fight against Fascism, and it is a government that will certainly fight against Fascism. It is still far more important for the Fascist government to fight against Fascism than it is to fight against Austria. Austria is just as little a Fascist country as Austria is. We would like to fight against Austria to some extent, but the Fascist government is still fighting against Fascism. Austria is a Fascist country, and it is not a Fascist country. Austria is Fascist only in the eyes of Fascists. Austria is not Fascist at all, and it is not Fascist at all. It is Fascist only in the eyes of Fascists. Austria is not Fascist at all, and it is not Fascist at all. It is Fascist only in the eyes of Fascists. Austria is not Fascist at all, and it is not Fascist at all. It is Fascist only in the eyes of Fascists.

Governor of Iowa Continues Leasing of State Prisons

The governor of Iowa has continued leasing prisons to private concerns, in violation of the state's constitutional provisions for public ownership of the facilities. The governor is leasing prisons to private concerns in violation of the state's constitutional provisions for public ownership of the facilities. The governor is leasing prisons to private concerns in violation of the state's constitutional provisions for public ownership of the facilities. The governor is leasing prisons to private concerns in violation of the state's constitutional provisions for public ownership of the facilities.

FROM AZURE CITIES

"Bill Haywood's Book"

"Two Days"

PHILADELPHIA THEATRES

Read New Serials in Daily Worker

"Azure Cities"

START READING THESE SERIALS TODAY!
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